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Abstract
Restricting measures required to face the recent outbreak of a novel Coronavirus (CoV-2) may also impact on patterns of healthcare utilization. Our aim
was to provide an insight into the changing use of a pediatric Emergency Department (ED) during the CoV-2 pandemic.

Medical records of children seen in our Pediatric ED during March and April 2020 were retrospectively reviewed. Comparisons with the same time intervals
in 2018 and 2019 and with other seasonal control periods (January-February 2019 and 2020, and July-August 2018-2019) were performed.

The total number of ED visits declined of 73% from 2019 to 2020 (3051 vs 818). Signi�cant variations were observed in the distribution of children among
triage categories: the proportion of cases scored as green-code showed a 0.59-fold decrease in comparison to 2019 (95%CI 0.5-0.69), while a relative
increase in the proportion of yellow codes was observed (OR 1.46, 95%CI 1.2-1.78).

Conclusion: Quarantine measures signi�cantly impacted on the total number and reasons for visits in our Pediatric ED. This substantial decrease in
pediatric care access may be either due to lower rates of acute infections because of social distancing, and to reticence on the part of parents and
caregivers to risk exposure to SARS-CoV-2 in a health-care setting.

Introduction
A novel type of Coronavirus (CoV) was recently identi�ed in subjects affected by pneumonia of unknown origin in Wuhan (China)(1). The virus was
named Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome Coronavirus-2 (SARS-CoV-2) and the associated disease has been called 2019 Coronavirus Disease (COVID-
19)(2). SARS-CoV-2 rapidly spread worldwide, forcing the World Health Organization (WHO) to recognize the outbreak as a pandemic on 11 March,
2020(3).

Italy was among the �rst countries to be hit in the world, with a large number of COVID-19 cases(4). On the 8th of March the Italian Government imposed a
national quarantine, restricting the movement of all citizens except for necessity, work, and health circumstances, in response to the growing pandemic of
COVID-19 in the country. Social distancing has been proven to be effective in lowering the incidence of new SARS-CoV-2 infections (5,6). However,
restricting measures may also impact on several social and economic aspects of people’s routine life(7), in particular on patterns of healthcare utilization,
as observed in other previous infectious disease outbreaks(8,9).

As largely described, Emergency Departments (ED) services are usually overwhelmed by an inappropriately heavy access for not urgent conditions,
ranging from 24 to 40 % of total visits(10). Reasons for this behavior may be identi�ed in accessibility problems with the primary care provider (PCP)(11),
and in the parents’ misperception of the severity of the illness(12). However, some recent preliminary data estimated a reduction up to 70-80% in the
number of visits in pediatric ED during the COVID-19 outbreak (13). This seems to be con�rmed by similar trends observed for adult hospital care
services(14,15). According to the results of a retrospective analysis involving 15 Italian Cardiac Intensive Care Units, a substantial decrease in the
admission rate for myocardial infarction was shown in the month of March 2020 (13.3 vs 18.9 hospitalizations per day in the preceding year)(15).

The aim of this retrospective study was to provide an insight into the changing pattern of the patient use of a pediatric ED during the SARS-CoV-2
outbreak, comparing the number of accesses and hospitalizations to other control periods.

Materials And Methods
We retrospectively reviewed medical records from the computerized database system of our Pediatric ED, including all visits performed between 1 March
and 30 April, 2020 (COVID) in comparison to the same time intervals in 2018 (Spring 2018 – Sp18) and 2019 (Spring 2019 – Sp19). In order to limit
possible confounding effects due to yearly or seasonal changes in total attendances, we also compared data of the two previous Winter (1 January – 29
February 2020, W20; 1 January – 28 February 2019, W19) and Summer periods (1 July – 31 August 2019, Su19; 1 July – 31 August 2018, Su18).

The total and daily number of visits and the hospital admission rate (de�ned as the number of admissions from the ED relative to the total number of
visits) were identi�ed as outcome-relevant patient statistics. We also examined demographic and clinical characteristics of enrolled patients, including
initial triage scoring and discharge or admission diagnosis. Two authors extracted data independently.

Both discharge and admission diagnosis were codi�ed according to ICD-9-CM nomenclature(16).

Clinical features and diagnosis were grouped into different categories: 1) children presenting with acute infectious symptoms (e.g. fever, respiratory or
gastrointestinal symptoms), 2) traumatic injuries, 3) underlying or chronic disease (e.g. febrile neutropenia in immunosuppressed children, seizures in 
epileptic children, etc.), 4) surgical urgencies (e.g. acute appendicitis, testicular torsion, etc.), 5) mental health disorders, and 6) other illnesses. Elective and
planned hospital admissions were not included in the analysis.

The study was approved by the local Institutional Review Board.

Statistical analysis

Continuous variables were expressed as mean (SD), while categorical variables were expressed as percentages or frequencies. Differences between
groups were evaluated by t-test. Fisher’s and χ-square tests were used to compare frequencies and percentages. Linear regression models were used to
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evaluate the trend of daily accesses during the pandemic and in the control periods. A P-value ≤0.05 was considered statistically signi�cant. Statistical
analyses were performed using GraphPad Prism version 7.04 for Windows (GraphPad Software, La Jolla California USA, www.graphpad.com).

Results
A total of 818 children (457 males, 55.9 %; mean age 5.6±4.8 years) were seen in our pediatric ED during the COVID period. Main clinical and demographic
characteristics of the study children are shown in table 1. No signi�cant difference was found between the study population and the control groups (Sp18,
Sp19, W19, W20, Su18, Su19) (Supplementary Table 1).

Total number and distribution of triage-scoring categories

During the COVID outbreak, the total number of visits declined of 73.2% in comparison to the previous year (N=3051). The proportion of green codes
showed a 0.59-fold decrease (95%CI 0.5-0.69), while a 1.76 (95%CI 1.38-2.24) and 1.46-fold (95%CI 1.2-1.78) increase in the proportion of white and
yellow codes was observed, respectively (Table 2). No signi�cant change over time was shown for the proportion of red codes (Table 2). Comparisons
with Sp18 were similar to those with Sp19 (Table 2). Differences between 2019 and 2018 were also tested and resulted not signi�cant.

Comparison of the total number of ED visits during the COVID outbreak with those observed during W20 and W19 showed a signi�cant reduction (-74.4%
and -75.4%, respectively), with signi�cant differences in the distribution of the triage scoring (Table 3). Comparisons between 2019 and 2020 winter
periods also showed signi�cant changes in the proportion of green (W20: 2399/3202, 74.9% vs W19: 2619/3334, 78.6%, p<0.001) and yellow codes (W20:
565/3202, 17.6% vs W19: 500/3334, 15%, p=0.004).

In comparison to the previous summer period, the number of children evaluated in the Pediatric ED decreased of 66.6% (818 vs 2449) (Table 4). Green
codes showed a 0.66-fold decrease (95%CI 0.55-0.77), while yellow codes a 1.67-fold increase (95%CI 1.36-2.05). No difference was shown for white and
red codes. Comparisons with Su18 were similar (Table 4), and differences between Su19 and Su18 were not signi�cant.

Daily visits and time-trends overview

A signi�cant decrease in the mean daily number of visits (14.6±6.5/day) in comparison to the same time-interval in 2019 (50.9±9.6/day, p<0.001) and
2018 (54.4±10.8/day, p<0.001) was observed (Figure 1-A). Similarly, comparisons with W20 (54.3±11.1/day, p<0.001) and W19 (57.5±11.2/day, p<0.001)
(Figure 1-B), and with Su19 (39.5±8.4/day, p<0.001) and Su18 (37.2±7.5/day, p<0.001) (Figure 1-C) con�rmed this trend. Differences between seasonal
control periods were also tested, and resulted not signi�cant.

Discharge diagnosis

The distribution of ED discharge diagnosis during the COVID period showed a signi�cant reduction of acute infectious diseases in comparison to all
control periods (Table 5). Conversely, a relative increase in traumatic injuries and mental health disorders was observed, whereas accesses of children with
chronic or underlying disease remained substantially stable (Table 5). Differences between control periods were tested and no differences were found.

Trends in hospitalizations

Signi�cant differences were also shown in the number of hospitalizations. The hospital admission rate increased from 3% (91 hospital admissions out of
3202 ED visits) in the months of March-April 2019 to 7.8% (64/818) in the same time-interval in 2020 (p<0.001), with a relative 2.7-fold increase (95%CI
1.9-3.8). A relative lower number of patients with infectious diseases (p=0.009) were observed compared to the same time-interval in 2019
(Supplementary Table 2). The admission rate during the COVID outbreak resulted also signi�cantly higher than in W20 (2.78, 95%CI 2-3.85), with more
cases hospitalized for acute infectious disease than during the COVID period (p<0.001). Comparisons with Sp18 and W19 showed similar results. The
admission rate during the COVID outbreak resulted signi�cantly higher than in Su19 (OR 2.42 95%CI 1.73-3.4). However, no difference with Su19 and Su18
was shown in the distribution of hospitalization diagnosis.

Discussion
Compared to the previous two years, this study showed a signi�cant decline in the number of pediatric ED visits during the COVID-19 outbreak and
national lockdown, with a substantial increase in the relative rate of hospitalizations. The reduction in ED visits was more prominent for low-acuity
diseases (scored as green codes) than for higher triage scores (yellow and red codes).

In recent years, an overcrowding of ED was reported in several countries, and one-�fth of children under 5 years-old had at least one ED access(17).
According to a recent Italian report, non-urgent visits (namely, white and green codes) accounted for 27.6% of all ED users and 58.2% of total pediatric
attendance episodes(18). The decrease in the number of visits observed in our ED during the COVID period was probably due to the restrictive measures.
In Italy, schools and sports activities have been closed since 1 March, 2020, so it appears reasonable that acute infections resulted less frequent than
usual among children. The drop in the incidence of acute infections might appear in contrast with the increased number of patient visits normally
observed during seasonal in�uenza epidemics(19,20), but currently few cases of COVID-19 among children have been reported(21). As of 27 April, there
were almost 200.000 con�rmed cases of SARS-CoV-2 infection in Italy, but only 1.2% of all patients were children(4,22). SARS-CoV-2 affects children less
commonly and less severely in comparison to adults (23). Overall, 2.846 Italian children and adolescents below 18 years of age were diagnosed with
COVID-19: no death was reported, and 119 out of 2846 cases (4.2%) were hospitalized (21).
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In our study, a higher proportion of white codes were recorded during the COVID period in comparison to the same time-interval in the two previous years
(Sp19 and Sp18) and to winter periods. During the COVID outbreak, outpatient clinics were suspended, therefore all minor procedures, such as daily
renewal of burns dressing or removals of stiches, took place in the Pediatric ED. On the other hand, a relative reduction of the proportion of green codes
and a contemporary increase of the yellow codes was reported in comparison to all control periods. This could be explained in part by the fact that viral
infections (mainly respiratory and gastrointestinal) usually affecting children during winter and early spring seasons(24) decreased due to social
distancing, while the number of accesses of children with chronic or underlying disease did not signi�cantly change. However, this trend was observed in
comparison to summer periods too, when schools are similarly closed and there are fewer people circulating in urban areas. Therefore, the closure of
scholar and recreational activities may not be the only reason for this �nding. In 2011, Brousseau et al. conducted a survey on parents’ and PCPs’
perspectives on the correct utilization of pediatric ED services(12). Parents reported to feel anxious about their children, and they did not consider non-
urgent ED visits a violation of the use of healthcare system, as the ED offered �rsthand evaluations within the time-frame they desired (12). However, the
rapid local and international spread and the ability of this novel Coronovirus to infect a large number of hospital workers generated fears regarding the
potential nosocomial transmission of this contagious disease(25,26). Citizens are likely to be more afraid than before to visit healthcare facilities due to
the risk of contracting COVID-19, and the use of alternative strategies (e.g., telephone consultation) might have increased. Similarly, during the 2003 SARS
outbreak, signi�cant decreases in visits and length of hospital stay in a Canadian pediatric ED were reported(27). This decrease in patient volume together
with the government's decision to suspend non-urgent healthcare services encouraged the use of telephone consultation to address mild issues(27).

Incidence of pediatric red codes was not signi�cantly affected during the COVID-19 pandemic. This may be in contrast with a recent case series of 12
children who received delayed hospital care as reported by an Italian Pediatric Hospital Research Network(13). Half of them were admitted to an Intensive
Care Unit and four died, and in all cases parents reported avoiding accessing hospital because of fear of infection with SARS-CoV-2(13). This was a
preliminary report and no direct comparisons with previous years were available, nor delay in access to care for severely ill children was systematically
monitored, therefore it appears speculative to generalize these results. However, concerns have been raised also from reports on adult patients. Recently, a
signi�cant increase in mortality due to acute coronary syndrome was observed during the lockdown period, and this was not fully explained by SARS-CoV-
2 infection alone(15). This observation raises the question of whether the clinical outcome of some of these patients may have been different if they had
sought medical attention earlier.

Discharge diagnosis were signi�cantly different among studied periods, in particular a relative increase in the proportion of children presenting with
traumatic injuries (including accidental ingestions, burns, foreign body aspiration and bone fractures) was observed during the COVID outbreak. This
�nding appears in contrast with preliminary data on adult patients, showing a signi�cant reduction in injury-related admissions(28). However, since
outdoor activities have been banned from the beginning of the quarantine, children have been forced at home. Domestic accidents represent one of the
most frequent causes of morbidity in children under 14 years old, and nearly half of them typically happen during play time(29).

A slightly higher proportion of children with mental health disorders were diagnosed in the pediatric ED during the COVID period. The forced quarantine
may worsen existing mental health problems and lead to more cases among children and adolescents because of the unique combination of the public
health crisis, social isolation, and economic recession(30). In particular, school closures may be especially disruptive for mental health services of some
adolescents with lower family income, who were likely to receive mental health services exclusively from school settings(31).

The rate of hospitalizations also signi�cantly increased, but different patterns of admission diagnosis were demonstrated only in comparison to spring
and winter periods, probably due to the lower number of patients with infectious diseases, as previously discussed.

Our study has several limitations. It was a single-centre retrospective analysis, and therefore the generalizability of these �ndings may be limited to
comparable institutions. Moreover, we could not evaluate the possible role of factors in�uencing people’s perceptions and utilization of healthcare
facilities, such as family’s structure and socioeconomic status, scholarship, distance between the child’s house and the ED. However, despite the
retrospective design, data were collected prospectively in a standardized way, with detailed clinical and epidemiological information for each patient from
hospital software.

In conclusion, during the national lockdown period, our pediatric ED experienced signi�cantly reduced volumes of children presenting with low-acuity
problems. This decrease in the number of visits may be due either to a reduction in the incidence of acute infectious diseases and to the fear of the
potential nosocomial transmission of COVID-19. However, even if parents may be more afraid to access healthcare facilities, red codes were not likely to
be affected and urgent conditions were evaluated as usual. This study not only provides information for future SARS-related public health preparedness
policies, it may also provide a foundation for research into strategies other than emergency services to address non-urgent pediatric medical issues.
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Tables
Table 1. Demographic, triage scoring and number of admissions of children seen in the Pediatric Emergency Department (ED) in the months of March and
April 2020.

  March-April 2020

N of patients 818

Males: n (%) 457 (55.9%)

Mean age±SD (years) 5.6±4.8

Triage scoring: n (%)

-       White

-       Green

-       Yellow

-       Red

 

103 (12.6%)

540 (66%)

169 (20.7%)

6 (0.7%)

N of Admission: n (%)

-       General Pediatric Ward

-       Neonatal Intensive Care Unit

-       Intensive Care Unit

-       Surgical Ward

64 (7.8%)

59 (92%)

3 (5%)

1 (1.5%)

1 (1.5%)

 

 

Table 2. Total number and distribution of triage-scoring categories of children seen in the Pediatric Emergency Department (ED) during the months of
March-April 2020 (COVID), compared to the same time-intervals in 2019 (Sp19) and 2018 (Sp18).
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  COVID

N=818

Sp19

N=3051

Sp18

N=3266

p COVID vs Sp19

OR (95%CI)

COVID vs Sp18

OR (95%CI)

White 103

12.6%

231

7.6%

287

8.8%

<0.001 1.76 (1.38-2.24) 1.49 (1.17-1.88)

Green 540

66%

2340

76.7%

2524

77.3%

<0.001 0.59 (0.50-0.69) 0.56 (0.47-67)

Yellow 169

20.7%

461

15%

440

13.5%

<0.001 1.46 (1.20-1.78) 1.67 (1.37-2.03)

Red 6

0.7%

19

0.6%

15

0.5%

0.54 1.18 (0.5-2.94) 1.6 (0.64-4)

Differences between groups were tested by Fisher’s and χ-square tests

 

Table 3. The total number and distribution of triage-scoring categories of children seen in the Pediatric Emergency Department (ED) during the months of
March-April 2020 (COVID), compared to winter months (January-February) 2020 (W20) and 2019 (W19).

  COVID

N=818

W20

N=3202

W19

N=3334

p COVID vs W20

OR (95%CI)

COVID vs W19

OR (95%CI)

White 103

12.6%

224

7%

191

5.7%

<0.001 1.9 (1.49-2.45) 2.37 (1.17-1.88)

Green 540

66%

2399

74.9%

2619

78.6%

<0.001 0.65 (0.55-0.77) 0.53 (0.45-0.62)

Yellow 169

20.7%

565

17.6%

500

15%

<0.001 1.22 (1.1-1.47) 1.47 (1.22-1.79)

Red 6

0.7%

14

0.4%

24

0.7%

0.29 1.68 (0.67-4.37) 1.02 (0.44-2.37)

Differences between groups were tested by Fisher’s and χ-square tests

 

Table 4. Total number and distribution of triage-scoring categories of children seen in the Pediatric Emergency Department (ED) during the months of
March-April 2020 (COVID), compared to summer months (July-August) 2019 (Su19) and 2018 (Su18).

  COVID

N=818

Su19

N=2449

Su18

N=2244

p COVID vs Su19

OR (95%CI)

COVID vs Su18

OR (95%CI)

White 103

12.6%

276

11.3%

297

13.2%

0.167 1.1 (0.89-1.14) 0.94 (0.74-1.2)

Green 540

66%

1830

74.7%

1699

74.4%

<0.001 0.66 (0.55-0.77) 0.67 (0.56-0.79)

Yellow 169

20.7%

330

13.5%

271

12.1%

<0.001 1.67 (1.36-2.05) 1.89 (1.53-2.34)

Red 6

0.7%

13

0.5%

7

0.3%

0.273 1.38 (0.5-3.5) 2.36 (0.79-6.43)

Differences between groups were tested by Fisher’s and χ-square tests
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Table 5. Distribution of discharge diagnosis in children who were seen in the Pediatric Emergency Department (ED) in comparison to the COVID period
(March-April 2020).

  COVID

N=796

Sp19

N=3094

p* Sp18

N=3388

p* W20

N=3343

p* W19

N=3498

p* Su19

N=2518

p* Su18

N=2346

p*

Acute
infectious
diseases

250
(31%)
↓

1580
(51%)

<0.001 1657
(49%)

<0.001 1915
(57%)

<0.001 2055
(58%)

<0.001 1121
(44%)

<0.001 1002
(43%)

<0.001

Traumatic
injuries

318
(40%)
↑

740
(24%)

<0.001 865
(26%)

<0.001 646
(19%)

<0.001 670
(19%)

<0.001 702
(28%)

<0.001 779
(33%)

<0.001

Underlying
diseases

27

(3%) =

85

(3%)

0.342 99

(3%)

0.489 59

(2%)

0.08 87

(3%)

0.178 84

(3%)

0.91 40

(2%)

0.06

Mental
health
disorders

16

(2%) ↑

24
(0.8%)

0.005 28
(0.8%)

0.006 13
(0.4%)

<0.001 14
(0.4%)

<0.001 15
(0.6%)

0.001 9

(0.4%)

<0.001

Other
illnesses

185
(24%)
=

665
(21%)

0.29 739
(22%)

0.393 710
(21%)

0.135 672
(19%)

0.06 596
(24%)

0.848 516
(22%)

0.46

Differences between groups were tested by Fisher’s and χ-square tests. * vs COVID period

Figures

Figure 1

Linear regression models comparing the trend in the number of daily visits in the Pediatric Emergency Department (ED) during the COVID-19 outbreak
(March-April 2020, red line) and the same time-intervals in 2019 and 2018 (A), January-February 2020 and 2019 (B), July-August 2019 and 2018 (C). Solid
lines represent the linear regression lines and dashed lines represent the corresponding 95% CI.
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